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Hello every one.

Welcome to the month of February 2017.  The second month of the Julian calendar year.

 It is often referred to as Cupid's Month - the month of love.  Ever wondered why it is so

called? Research done by team LR confirmed that this month, which has the shortest

length (28 or 29 days) is so called because Valentine's Day is embedded within it on its

14th day.  This is the day worldwide that has come to be associated with love, romance

and eroticism. 

Now lets for a moment decide to step back a bit from the central team of eroticism,

which this month has come to be associated with. Let us make love reign supreme this

month by working at it from another angle.  For instance, it would be very rewarding if we

each spent this month loving ourselves and then loving our neighbors as ourselves

without being completely fixated on the eroticism this month generates.  For we must first

love our selves and love life  (though not in a narcissistic way) before we can properly

understand how to love another.  So what genuine act of love can you spare the next

person in need this season? What can you give back to our world from your own small

niche? Is it your time?  Your energy?  Your knowledge or skill?  Your money?  You

determine what it will be. 

It is in the spirit of loving our world this month of February and giving back that LR will

this month roll out our amazing first feature about a man who loves our world and gives

back in a way that can not be quantified. He has been referred to as the "most powerful

black man in the United kingdom".  However, his power stems not from taking but from

giving back to his world with a very loving heart.

You also do not want to miss the other motivational features that will grace our space

this month of February.  Watch out for the powerful life coach who lovingly changes the

lives of people daily.  Her client testimonials are in themselves amazing. 

Remember how January started with the Pan African Ghana born Amazon Nana
Churcher, who is "Motivating our world one viewer at a time" with the Nana Churcher

Show (TNCS). She reminds us all, how there is greatness within each of us and how she

is determined to continue using TNCS to challenge each viewer to rise up to their
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greatness. "You will win if you do not quit" Nana Churcher tells us.

Next on this platform in January came the "Journey of the 44th - From Kenya to
Washington the legacies of Barack Obama". This publication was one LR dedicated to

the son of Kenya who has left his footprints in the sands of time following his 8-year

tenure as the President of the United States. The man who tells us that "Yes we can!"

We ended the first month of Twenty Seventeen with the story that can very simply be

summed up by this simple equation derived by Team LR 

 

Planning + Consistent Action - Procrastination = Unstoppable

Nature, Nurture or both? Which was it in the case of the Williams? Was an article on

this platform that generated deep introspective discuss. Are geniuses born or are they

made? This publication that reviewed how Richard Williams and Oracene Price

executed the pre-birth plan they had for their two daughters is amazing. Together, these

parents unleashed Venus and Serena Williams on the world to not only dominated the

game of tennis but to completely reinvent and revolutionize the game forever. 
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So as you all go on the pathway of love this month, spare some time to come onto the

"borderless motivational space" where we will be sharing the true meaning of love which

is how to search our minds and give back to our world in a holistic loving manner the

little we can in anyway we can.

Free Saint Valentines Day clipart

"Love looks not with the eyes, but with the mind, and therefore is winged
Cupid painted blind"

Shakespeare Midsummers Night Dream
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